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Battle islands xbox one tips

Battle Islands is a new strategy battle game for iOS and Android platform. The game is quite similar to clash of clans, but with island setting and WWI-esque weapons and defenses, there are plenty of game differences. Your goal is to grow your island fortress from a small camp to a huge and well-protected base. Continue reading for some tips and tricks for Battle Islands! Your
main method of protecting your base is by building howitzers, machine guns and other defenses, but you can also reinforce every single building you build by tapping the building and hitting the option to reinforce. In addition, keep all your most important buildings, especially the supply warehouse, away from the beaches and keep them towards the center of your largest island.
Supplies are your only major currency, so it's important that your factories produce all the time, so make sure your factories are upgraded and that there will be the maximum amount of possible factories on your islands, as well as upgraded supply warehouses, so you can keep many at once. Getting supplies from the fight is easy, especially if you're fighting against other players.
Even if you are low on supplies you can still train a number of riflemen, go after the lowest level player on the enemies list, and raid supplies. If your enemies are too tough, deliberately lose some battles with the lowest possible expenditure (by training and sending in a deliberately low number of soldiers)to decrease your rank (which is measured in dog tags). Your adjustment
increases come by rank, meaning that if your rank drops, you will be compliant against lighter enemies. Try to save your gold if you can by keeping busy while your buildings are built. There's always more preparation going on at your base while you're in the middle of one battle, so you can be trained soldiers and ready for the next. Send as few soldiers as possible (but enough to
win yet), because any soldiers you send are lost, whether they're killed or not. Use the promote feature of your command bunker to upgrade your favorite soldiers, especially if you want to just fight without putting a lot of thought into it. This, combined with upgrading and maximizing your bunkers (so you can send more soldiers) will win you most battles. You played in the Battle
Islands? We encourage you to read our updated privacy policy and cookie policy. Overview: - Estimated achievement difficulty: 2/10 - Offline: 0 - Online: 14 [1000] - Estimated time period up to 1000: 80-100 hours - Minimum number of playthroughs needed: N/A - Miss Achievements: None - Does difficulty affect achievements: N/A - Unattainable achievements/Malfunction: None -
Additional equipment needed: Partner boosting stick on introduction: This 1942 and deep South Pacific department of soldiers crack lands on a tropical island. Can you defeat enemy forces and hold your ground to fight another day? You're going to have to act quickly on this. World War II themed battle strategy game – control the air, sea, and land forces, build your garris, battle
against friends and create strong trusts! This game is a lot like a clash of clans or boom beach, if you've played them. The game is easy 1000 but it can be a long grind. It's also free. But if you have $6.99 to spend, it can certainly make your gaming experience easier and faster. I'll cover it down in training. Abbreviated training: Please see below for some quick tips and points to note
before I enter strategy and play. I'll elaborate and explain these tips in training. This link shows the costs of everything. Don't waste your gold. Use it to boost the upgrades listed below in the tutorial. Check out YouTube or other internet resources for the best defense base set up sentry towers and machine gun turrets to fire in both Navy and Air Force units. Great protection unit
upgrade if you can't get even one star during the game and all your soldiers are dead or time is up, the game ends and you will lose some dog tags. To avoid this, I advise you to keep one unit in stock during the game. If you anticipate not having a chance to win the game with at least one star, press the Guide button before all your units are dead (can't happen because one unit is
still in stock) or time is up, so you'll have to leave the game. After restarting the game everything just like before you started the fight so you will have another chance to maximize your dog tag rating. Take your daily free round for supplies, but that's it. Avoid that stupid wheel and don't waste your gold. Now... Don't guide: When you start playing, don't worry about achievements or
buy things you don't need/need. Trying to impose your buying habits towards things for random achievements or purchases actually hurts you in the long run. If you have $6.99 I recommend you buy the package deal at the store that gives you 1000 gold and another engineer right at the beginning. It's definitely worth it and will help you a lot. However, it doesn't have to be and you
can still get 1000 easy enough... Just make sure you save all your gold. Don't waste it on anything, you'll need it later. Gold can be used to boost your upgrades. Instead of using only supply gases, you can also use gold. You want to start upgrading your riflemen and attacking low-level opponents over and over again. Don't worry about the campaign. Focus on easy victories
against other people and getting booty/dog tags from them. If you want to throw in a tank or some mortars ahead... But you probably shouldn't. This is because of double; 1) Once you reach level 30, you basically can't attack soldiers at a lower level or anything below 30 for easier victories. Battles actually take skill and planning, so getting these easy to do while you can, and 2)
everything you do makes you level slow. Battles, upgrades and crate drops all give you points to level up. If you're busy Other things (rather than fighting low-level opponents), you upgrade too quickly and it makes its slower/harder to get your dog tags. The best units to upgrade as you play are: Riflemen, Mortarmen, Tank, Warship and Bomber. Upgrade anything else if you see fit
or enjoy using them... But these will be the five units you use most frequently. Don't waste money or time upgrading units that won't be of much use. If you must, play some campaign tasks as you go... But not too much. You want to try screwing everybody later... To save the supply for the four million you need to get the command bunker to level 8. Once you get your command
bunker to level 7, then you want to use your gold that you've been hoarding. It costs four million crates to upgrade the command bunker, which is hard to come by and even harder to hold. Once I woke up to three million, I was regularly attacked by people and lost 300,000 supplies for every loss. Victories only gave me around 100,000 so didn't really progress. By the time I earned
my $300,000 back... I'll just attack me again. I also wasted my gold as I went... So I can't use it to complete my upgrade. I ended up buying the $6.99 package and using gold to boost my upgrade. I used the 3 million supply crates and 600 gold to complete the Level 8 bunker. And then when I wanted to do my supply warehouse, I just used the rest of the gold. So in the Level 7
bunker, finish all the campaign missions you have left and then upgrade the bunker. The later campaign tasks give you a ton of supply crates and you will be able to move from level 5 to 6 and 7 bunker command easily if you are waiting to do the campaign tasks later. By now, you'll be somewhere in your late 30s rankings and you can use your promotional partner for the rest of
the badges you need. Just tell him to attack you where you have his camp, so your guys get out. If he's using one unit, your men need to be garris again. Tell him to stop, which drops you on 10 dog tags. Easy win, easy tags and now you can garris more soldiers. Multiplayer: Every achievement in the game is accepted online. It is recommended to use a strengthening partner and it
is highly recommended to summarize quickly. Conclusion: Overall, it's a fun game... Although a little frustrating with how long it takes and the way they set levels for fighting legitimate players. Once you get to level 30 or so, you almost only get higher opponents to attack... Which makes the game less fun and slower to get rewards. Strategy and upgrading early on is important.
[XBA would like to thank fvkasm2x for this roadmap] to achieve 100 offensive victories against an enemy that will come easily over time. Winning counts when you attack another player, getting at least one star in the process. 25,000,000 supplies from the enemy again, it will come easily over time... Probably around level 25 depends on how much your enemy has when you attack
them. You will be It's on your way to upgrading your bunker and supply warehouse without any problem. To promote the warship in the CommandFirst bunker, you'll have to get the command bunker to level 4, then promote the warship. It will cost 10k and will take 6 hours to complete. It's a good ship to use, so you're going to want to attack with it anyway. Upgrade supply depot to
level 10 You'll need to bring the command bunker to level 8 before you can do so. The command bunker costs 4 million crates and the supply depot 1.1 million. Be prepared for a long wait and a long grind. The command bunker takes six days to upgrade, while the supply depot is 24 hours. Achieving 10 consecutive victories against the enemy as long as you are smart when
choosing your opponents, it should not be problematic. Victory comes with one star, so all you have to do for it is destroy their command bunker or 50% of the base. Should be easy and come up with natural attacks. Just be smart in your choice and your military position. Extend your base to 4 islands costing 150,000 or more supplies, depending on the island you choose. Don't
worry about expanding until later. It's an easy feat to achieve and you don't really need 4 islands or more until you're rated up around level 25 or later. Promote the bomber in the command bunker only to upgrade the command bunker to level 5 and promote the bomber's plane once. It takes six hours and again, you need it for attack anyway. Your boosting friend can help you with
that if you want. Build and set up your military camp near a landing site. Have your friend send one unit to your land right next to the camp and all your garris will come out. Have your friend back out (for a dog tag drop) and then you can garris guys again. Rinse and repeat. Also, make sure the garrison only riflemen... As they are the fastest and cheapest to build... Plus count as
one each. Remove 8 obstacles from your islands you can choose rocks and trees to remove from the ground at a small price, which gives you more room to plant your base items. Your engineers then remove the item and it only takes a few minutes to get rid of all 8. You may not have 8 to begin with on your islands, but you will get more options to remove them as you purchase
another island. Don't worry about it, it's coming pretty fast. Complete the communication tutorial, cannot be missed. Losing 500 riflemen in this battle should come with natural progress. When you first attack... Use mostly all riflemen and you have to get it easy and still win your battles. Upgrading the command bunker to rank 8Upgrading command bunker to level 8 will cost you 4
million crates and last 8 days to finish. You will upgrade it as you go, in order to unlock new troops/weapons and upgrades for them. 4 million crates are quite difficult to accumulate, so I suggest checking out the guidance located above for tips on how to go about getting it and some other tougher achievements in the game. Purchase Dog tags from the enemy Every time you win
an attack on someone, you purchase dog tags. The lowest amount is usually around 7, with a 100% full win getting you around 14. As such, reaching 2500 is as long as chuckled and thyself. Getting a boosting partner is much easier, which outlined in the guidance above. The achievement is cumulative though, so if you get 400 tags and then lose 100, you're still considered to be
accruing 400 in total. You don't need 2500 at once. Get 45 stars in a campaign you will get 2 or 3 stars in each level as you play. If you follow the manual and don't even play much of the campaign until later... It's even easier, as your army will be stronger when you do finally attack. Attack.
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